
I uploaded Community medicine lectures on download center based on the last updated blueprint  

(You can find the blueprint in the last page of this document) 

Here are some notes to clarify everything  

Good luck, 

Sarah AlMutawa 

 

 

  

Are all included EXCEPT  

I uploaded this tutorial from males’ folder, because dr.Randa didn’t give us a 

separated presentation for the tutorial session, she said that the tutorial is 

basically the last few slides (titled Applications) in the theory lecture presentation  

Dr. Afnan said that this presentation is only an extra file for you to understand  

You are only required to study the main tutorial presentation  

Females: We took 2 seminars and they are both included 

Males: you took Malaria and Ebola as seminars but we took them as theory lectures 

you can find the presentations in our folder  

Finally: we are not sure about Influenza lecture 

 It was taken as a theory lecture for females and a seminar for males  

It might be canceled based on the last email, but we are waiting for the doctor’s confirmation  

Are all included, but note that  



 

This blueprint was made by students (Community medicine team) and approved by the doctors: 

 

    

      Black: lectures   red: not included in the exam   green: lectures with tutorial   blue: seminars 

 

1. Introduction 

2. Terminology in Public Health 

3. Epidemiological Triad 

4. Natural History of Disease 

5. Health Indicators 

6. Communicable Diseases 

7. Non-Communicable Diseases  

8. Introduction to communicable diseases and their concepts of control and prevention 

9. Influenza (we'll confirm with the doctor) 

10. HIV/AIDS 

11. TB 

12. Ebola  

13. Malaria 

14. Viral Hepatitis 

15. Screening 

16. Out Break Investigations 

17. Immunization 

18. Reporting/Surveillance/notification  

19. Demography 1 

20. Demography 2 

21. Cardiovascular diseases 

22. Hajj 

23. Vaccination 

seminar lectures:  

 you can find a summary for each seminar in download center > 434 > males > community.  

 Groups presentation and report: 435 females  

Tutorials: all in 435 females  
Note: health indicators female's tutorial is basically the last three slides of the lecture titled 
"application", males' tutorial slides are also uploaded just in case.  

Lectures notes: team 435> community medicine 

 

Notes:  

 The midterm will come from lectures/tutorials /seminars till the topic of "Demography and 
population dynamics".  

 The following lectures are taken as seminars for boys and lectures for girls: 
o Influenza, Malaria, Ebola 

 


